Let (dn) be a sequence of a-additive probability measures on the set N of integers. In the case of arithmetic density d" is defined by dnF = ¿ card(F D {1,...,«}). Let iFbe the family of all sets F for which the limit dF = lim"^00 dnF exists. We assume that § contains an increasing sequence (<£r) of finite partitions of N such that max^6(î dA ->,-°o0. In the case of arithmetic density one may take {{m: m = A:mod2;}: k E (1,... ,2r}} as &r. The set of all subsets of N is denoted by <3>N.
P. Erdös, answering a question of D. Maharam, proved that arithmetic density as a set function does not admit an analogue of measure theoretic liftings [1, Theorem 4 ]. Here we give a quick proof of this which works in a slightly more general situation.
Let (dn) be a sequence of a-additive probability measures on the set N of integers. In the case of arithmetic density d" is defined by dnF = ¿ card(F D {1,...,«}). Let iFbe the family of all sets F for which the limit dF = lim"^00 dnF exists. We assume that § contains an increasing sequence (<£r) of finite partitions of N such that max^6(î dA ->,-°o0. In the case of arithmetic density one may take {{m: m = A:mod2;}: k E (1,... ,2r}} as &r. The set of all subsets of N is denoted by <3>N.
Proposition. There is no map <p: <j~-> ÍPN satisfying
Proof. First note that any finite set F is in § with dF = 0. It is sufficient to consider singletons since % is closed under disjoint unions and d is additive. Every integer m is contained in some Ar in &r for each r, i.e. lim dn{m) < dAr < maxa dA.
Hence d{m) = 0 for all m.
Suppose now <p has properties (i), (ii) and (iii). Without loss of generality we may assume that 2^°=, max^g^ dA < 1. For each r we have according to (i) and (ii) N = UAeti(pA.
Choose Ar in dr so that r E <p r. Choose nr so that even 2^°=1 supn>"rdnAr < 1. Then there are subsets Br of the Ar such that Ar\Br is finite and 2%{ sup"eNi/"5r < 1 since the measures dn (n < nr) are a-additive. According to (ii) and (iii) we have also r £ <pBr. Let F be the set U^L, Br. For every n and p we 
